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QUESTION 1

You want to create a temporary table named OLD_INVENTORY in the OLD_INVENTORY database on the master
server. This table is not to be replicated to the slave server. 

Which two changes would ensure that the temporary table does not propagate to the slave? (Choose two.) 

A. Set binlog_format=MIXED with the --replicate-ignore-temp-table option. 

B. Use the --replicate-do-db, --replicate-do-table, or --replicate-wild-do-table option with the value equal to
OLD_INVENTORY. 

C. Change the binlog_format option to ROW and restart mysqld before you create the OLD_INVENTORY table. 

D. Stop SQL_THREAD on the slave until you have finished using the OLD_INVENTORY temporary table. 

E. Use the --replicate-ignore-table option with the value equal to OLD_INVENTORY.OLD_INVENTORY and restart
mysqld before creating the temporary table. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

You are receiving complaints from your application administrators that they are seeing periodic stalls in database
response (no queries to any table are returning results for several seconds or longer). You monitor your system and
notice that the durations of those stalls correspond to peaks in disk I/O. 

Which 2 things should you investigate? 

A. Check the rate of change in the status value Aborted_connects and compare to the rate of change in Connections. 

B. Check the difference between the InnoDB status values "Log Sequence number" and "Last Checkpoint" positions
then compare that to the total size of the redo log. 

C. Check the rate of change in the status value Select_scan and compare to the rate of change in Com_select. 

D. Check the difference between the InooDB status values "Trx id counter" and "Purge done for" and compare to the
state substatus of the main "Main thread" 

E. Check the rate of change in the statis value Qcache_hits and compare that to the rate of change of
Qcache_not_cached. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements correctly describe MySQL InnoDB Cluster? (Choose three.) 

A. The cluster can be operated in multimaster mode with conflict detection for DML statements. 

B. All MySQL client programs and connectors can be used for executing queries. 
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C. It provides fully synchronous replication between the nodes. 

D. There is support for automatic failover when one node fails. 

E. The data is automatically shared between the nodes. 

F. Each query will be executed in parallel across the nodes. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using the Performance Schema to investigate replication on a slave which has a single master. The option
slave-parallel-type is set to DATABASE. 

Assume that all instruments and consumers are enabled and all threads are instrumented. Which two facts can be
concluded from the given output? (Choose two.) 

A. The slave has two intermediate relay slaves connected to it. 

B. The slave is configured with slave_parallel_workers = 4 

C. At most, two schemas are being updates concurrently. 
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D. THREAD_ID 21 has stopped running. 

E. The slave cannot process the relay log fast enough to use all threads. 

F. The server needs more cores to use all slave threads. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which MySQL utility copies the master instance to a slave instance on the same host? 

A. mysqlfailover 

B. mysqldbcopy 

C. mysqlrplsync 

D. mysqlserverclone 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-utilities-1.5-en/mysqlserverclone.html 
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